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Evelyn GLENNIE & Philip SMITH 

UK 

 

Solo percussionist 

Composer 

Musical America’s Instrumentalist 

of the Year 2003 

The Percussion World’s Segovia 

(The New York Times) 

 

Die Segovia der Perkussion 

(The New York Times) 

 

Glennie schlägt, knallt, liebkost, hämmert, schüttelt, streichelt und haut nicht nur aus den 

Instrumenten die Innereien heraus. Sie verkörpert auch visuelle Elemente, die ihre Konzerte in einen 

energiegeladenen Theaterakt verwandeln. 

 

Philip Smith, ein musikalischer Poet und Virtuoso, und Evelyn geben gemeinsam weltweit Konzerte – 

ihr Publikum umfasst königliche Hoheiten und Staatsoberhäupter. 

 

Introduction By Gottlieb GUNTERN 

“The Percussion World’s Segovia” 

(The New York Times) 

 

Evelyne Glennie’s performance explodes in a firework of unfettered imagination revealing a 

dramatic power which earned her the flattering comparison “the percussion world’s Segovia“ (New 

York Times). 

The young Scotswoman appears with the top conductors and orchestras of classical music, and 

would be as willing to perform with rock bands, folklore groups, Gamelan orchestras, jazz bands and 

African, Middle Eastern, Latin or Asian ensembles. 

 

Evelyn Glennie has collected over 60 prestigious awards, including two Grammy awards, Officer of 

the British Empire and Musical America’s Instrumentalist of the Year 2003. She has 17 recordings to her 

name and has authored a powerful best-selling autobiography, “Good Vibrations.“ 

Philip Smith 

gives solo and chamber recitals, concerto performances, and concerts with the distinguished 

percussionist Evelyn Glennie. He won the Trianon Piano Competition at the age of 13. Numerous 

prestigious prizes and scholarships for piano and cello performances followed. 
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The Daily Telegraph remarked: 

“…poetry as well as virtuosity…what makes his playing so complete is the combination of an innate 

musical simplicity with a highly developed technique.“ 

In 1989 Philip made his BBC Promenade Concert début with Evelyn Glennie. Their partnership has 

continued with appearances worldwide. They have played in the presence of royalty and heads of 

state in several countries. 

 

A hearty welcome to Evelyne and Philip. 

Promising Leaders 

 

In order to inspire a constructive dialogue between the generations CREANDO offers as many young 

people as possible the opportunity to participate in the Symposium. These young individuals include 

a specially selected group from different parts of the world and various walks of life, each of whom 

has already shown outstanding performance. 


